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Abstract. In this paper we overview one specific approach to the formal development of multi-agent

systems. This approach is based on the use of temporal logics to represent both the behaviour of individual

agents, and the macro-level behaviour of multi-agent systems. We describe how formal specification,

verification and refinement can all be developed using this temporal basis, and how implementation can be

achieved by directly executing these formal representations. We also show how the basic framework can be

extended in various ways to handle the representation and implementation of agents capable of more

complex deliberation and reasoning.
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1. Introduction

Computational power is increasing, and increasingly available, for example via the
development of ubiquitous computing. Once large numbers of computational ele-
ments can communicate with each other, via wireless networks or the INTERNET,
then new problems arise in engineering software for such systems. By representing
these computational elements as agents, we can provide a simple and intuitive
metaphor for both individual and collective computation. However, software
designers need to have appropriate, and semantically clear, mechanisms for rep-
resenting not only how individual agents adapt and evolve, but also how agents
interact and combine to form new systems. Without this ability to represent and
control agents not only will the practical development of complex multi-agent
systems remain difficult, but agents themselves will not be trusted for use in critical
applications.
Many advocate the use of formal logic as a way to represent the behaviour of both

individuals and organisations, since it provides an unambiguous notation whereby
logics can be designed for many scenarios and where formal properties of logical
descriptions are well understood. In particular, choosing the appropriate logic
provides a level of abstraction close to the key concepts of the software. Conse-
quently, a number of logical theories of rational agency have been developed, such as
the BDI [68] and KARO [63] frameworks. These frameworks are usually represented
as complex non-classical logics. In addition to their use in agent theories, where the
basic representation of agency and rationality is explored, these logics form the basis
for agent-based formal methods.
The leading agent theories and formal methods in this area all share similar logical

properties. In particular, the logics used have:
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– an informational component, such as being able to represent an agent’s beliefs or
knowledge,

– a dynamic component, allowing the representation of dynamic activity, and,
– a motivational component, often representing the agents desires, intentions or

goals.

Thus, the predominant approaches use relevant logical combinations: the BDI
approach combines dynamic aspects via propositional temporal logic, informational
aspects via modal logic KD45, and motivational aspects via modal logic KD; the
KARO approach combines dynamic aspects via propositional dynamic logic,
informational aspects via modal logics S5/KD45, and motivational aspects via
modal logic KD. Unfortunately, these combinations can often be complex, both in
terms of understandability and reasoning.
We take a simplified view and base our approach initially on just temporal logic.

Temporal logic is an extension of classical logic with the notion of temporal order
built in. With such logics we can describe many dynamic properties, but they reduce
to describing what we must do now, what we must do next, and what we guarantee to
do at some point in the future. This, seemingly simple, language gives us the flexi-
bility to represent a wide range of computational activities. In particular, we are able
to describe individual components, in terms of their dynamic behaviour, how their
knowledge/information evolves, and how their goals/motivations evolve.
Thus, this paper provides an overview of our approach to using temporal logic in

the specification, verification and implementation of agent-based systems, and dis-
cusses how this basis can be extended to handle more complex varieties of agent.
Although details of many aspects of this work have appeared previously (see ref-
erences in text), this paper brings these aspects together and provides an overall
framework for this variety of agent-based formal methods. In this sense, the current
paper can be seen as a much broader treatment than that given in [34], which was
primarily concerned with specification and verification using primarily temporal
approaches.
In order to provide a context for the work described in this paper, we briefly

review three important aspects. First, what we consider an agent to be, then what
types of agent based systems we are interested in and, finally, what particular
techniques we require to be present within our framework.

1.1. Agents

The question ‘‘what is an agent?’’ has spawned considerable debate in the philo-
sophical and agent research communities [36]. Rather than producing yet another
definition, we choose to follow the definition provided by Wooldridge and Jennings
[67], namely that an agent is an autonomous component that is pro-active (i.e. can
initiate computation on its own behalf), reactive (i.e. can respond, in a timely
manner, to environmental stimuli), and social (i.e. can, and often must, communicate
with other agents in order to achieve its goals).
Later we will see how the formal framework we have developed can cope with

stronger notions of agency, for example characterising an agent’s behaviour directly
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in terms of mental attitudes [7]. However, at least initially, we will consider agents
that are captured by the above definition.

1.2. Rational agents

The use of software agents is expanding rapidly, primarily within applications
related to the INTERNET. While such agents are often relatively simple, more com-
plex, rational, agents have been shown to particularly useful in dealing flexibly and
dynamically with complex and rapidly changing environments. Such agents are often
constructed using complex software architectures, and have been applied in areas
such as real-time process control [45, 61]. A particularly impressive example is the
use of a rational agent architecture as part of the real-time fault monitoring and
diagnosis carried out in the Deep Space One mission [54].
With agents beginning to be used in such critical applications, it is clear that more

precise, and logically well-founded, development techniques will be required for
agent-based applications in the future. However, as Bradshaw et al. note [6],
a large and ugly chasm still separates the world of formal theory and infrastructure

from the world of practical . . . agent-system development.
Thus, our intention throughout this work is to develop formal techniques that can

provide the basis for specification, verification and implementation of critical agent-
based systems, for example in areas such as process control, electronic commerce and
information management.

1.3. Formal development framework

The formal framework we arc concerned with consists of a number of elements that
support the principled development of agent-based systems. In particular, the
framework comprises

– a logic in which the high-level behaviours (of both agent and system) can be
concisely specified,

– techniques for (safely) refining these high-level specifications into (one or more)
sub-specifications,

– mechanisms for verifying the logical properties of the specifications, and
– a programming language providing concepts close to the specification notation

used.

In Section 3 we will show how this framework can be instantiated for the develop-
ment of simple autonomous agents by using a basically temporal approach while, in
Section 4, we show how a temporal framework can also be provided for the devel-
opment of multi-agent systems. In Sections 5 and 6, we extend our techniques from a
purely temporal basis to cover more sophisticated individual agents incorporating
reasoning about beliefs and deliberation, while in Section 7, we extend our work on
multi-agent systems to consider more complex organisational aspects. Finally, in
Section 8, we provide conclusions from this work and outline future directions of this
research.
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In developing all this work, our aim has been for the framework to be powerful,
yet both simple and intuitive. Consequently, the core formalism we use is temporal
logic, which provides clear concepts capturing the dynamic aspects of systems [56].
We begin, in Section 2, with a brief overview of the basic temporal logic that
underlies our approach.

2. Temporal logic

Rather than providing a detailed description of the temporal logic we use, we will
initially review the key aspects of the logic which will be useful in this paper. For a
more thorough exposition of the formal properties of this logic, see [14], while for
examples of the use of temporal logic in program specification in general, see [51].

2.1. Review of syntax and semantics

Temporal logic is an extension of classical logic, whereby time becomes an extra
parameter when considering the truth of logical statements. The variety of temporal
logic we are particularly concerned with is based upon a discrete, linear model of
time, having both a finite past and infinite future, i.e.

r ¼ s0; s1; s2; s3; . . .

Here, a model (r) for the logic is an infinite sequence of states which can be thought
of as ‘moments’ or ’points’ in time. Since we will only consider propositional tem-
poral logic here, then, associated with each of these states is a valuation for all the
propositions in the language.
The temporal language we use is that of classical logic extended with various

modalities characterising different aspects of the temporal structure above. Examples
of the key operators include ‘�u’ which is satisfied if the formula u is satisfied at the
next moment in time, ‘}u’, which is satisfied if u is satisfied at some future moment
in time, and ‘(u’ which is satisfied if u is satisfied at all future moments in time.
More formally, the semantics of the language can be defined with respect to the

model (r) in which the statement is to be interpreted, and the moment in time (i) at
which it is to be interpreted. Thus, the semantics for the key temporal operators is
given as follows.

hr; ii ` � A iff hr; iþ 1i `A
hr; ii ` (A iff for all j � i: hr; ji `A
hr; ii ` }A iff exists j � i: hr; ji `A
hr; ii ` AUB iff exists k � i: hr; ki `B and for all k > j � i:hr; ji `A
hr; ii ` AWB iff AUB or(A

The temporal operators ‘U’ (‘‘until’’) and W (‘‘unless’’) above characterise intervals
within the temporal sequence during which certain properties hold. Thus wUumeans
that u must be satisfied at some point in the future and, at every moment between
now and that point, w must be satisfied.
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In addition to temporal operators referring to the future, it is also possible to
utilise various temporal operators relating to the past, such as n (‘‘always in the
past’’), ¤ (‘‘sometime in the past’’), (‘‘in the previous moment in time’’), and
S (‘‘since’’). However, adding past-time operators here does not extend the expres-
sive power of the language and, as we will see in Section 3, such operators can all be
removed by translation of arbitrary temporal formulae into a specific normal form.
Finally, we add a nullary operator ‘start’, which is only satisfied at the ‘‘beginning

of time’’:

hr; ii ` start iff i ¼ 0

Next we will motivate our choice of temporal logic as the basis for our formal
framework.

2.2. Why temporal logic?

Temporal logic allows the concise expression of useful dynamic properties of indi-
vidual agents. For example, the formula

request ) replyU acknowledgement

characterises a system where, once a request is received, a reply is continually sent up
until the point where an acknowledgement is received.
In addition, pre-conditions, such as

j:started ) �:moving

can easily be described in this logic.
As the temporal model on which the logic is based comprises a linear sequence of

moments, then the logic can also be used to express the order in which activities
occur, for example

hungry ) ðbuy food ^ �cook food ^ �� eatÞ:

While the logic is clearly useful for representing the dynamic activity of individual
agents, and this relates very closely to traditional applications of temporal logic in
program specification [51], the formalism is also useful for characterising properties
of the multi-agent system itself. For example, the formula

broadcastðmsgÞ ) 8a 2 Agents: }receiveðmsg; aÞ

describes the message-passing behaviour within a group of agents (characterised
by the finite set Agents). Thus, temporal logic can be used to represent both the
internal behaviour of an agent and the macro-level behaviour of groups of
agents.
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A further aspect of temporal logic, which turns out to be particularly useful when
specifying agent-based systems, is the ‘}’ operator (meaning ‘‘at some point in the
future’’). For example, we can view formulae such as }rich as designating atoms (in
this case, rich) that the system must eventually satisfy. Essentially, formulae such as
these can be seen as representing the goals of the agent.
In addition, we can also specify goal pre-conditions. For example, the formula

ð:have passport _ :have ticketÞ ) �:board aircraft

expresses the pre-condition that }board aircraft will not be satisfied until
have _passport and have_ticket are both satisfied. As we will see in Sections 5 and 6,
this allows us to represent an agent in terms of its basic dynamic activity, together
with both the goals that it is trying to satisfy and their pre-conditions.

3. Individual agents: The temporal framework

We will now consider how, using a purely temporal framework, we can specify,
verify, refine and implement individual agents. We begin by considering the formal
representation of agents in the temporal logic described above.

3.1. Specification

The specification of an agent’s behaviour is given as a temporal formula, then
transformed into a simple normal form, called Separated Normal Form (SNF) [21].
In this normal form, the majority of the temporal operators are removed, and
formulae are represented as

(
n̂

i¼1

Ri

where each Ri, termed a rule, is in one of the following forms.

start )
Wr
b¼1

lb ðan initial ruleÞ

Vg
a¼1

ka ) �
Wr
b¼1

lb

� �
ða step ruleÞ

Vg
a¼1

ka ) }l ða sometime rule)

Note, here, that each ka; lb; or l is a literal.
This normal form gives a simple and intuitive description of what is true at the

beginning of execution (via initial rules), what must be true during any execution step
(via step rules), and what constraints exist on future execution states (via sometime
rules). For example, the formulae below correspond to the three different types of
SNF rules.
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INITIAL : start ) sad _ optimistic
STEP : ðsad ^ :optimisticÞ ) �sad
SOMETIME : optimistic ) }:sad

Once we have such a representation, we can simply extend this to give the behaviour
of an individual agent by providing a definition of the agent’s interface with its
environment [18]. Such an interface simply describes the messages that the agent can
receive (i.e. those that come in) and send (i.e. those that go out). For example,
consider a ‘‘car’’ agent which can be told to go, turn and stop, but can also notify
other agents that it has run out of fuel (empty) or has overheated (overheat). The
(partial) definition of such an agent can be given as follows.

carðÞ
in : go; stop; turn

out : empty; overheat
rules : start ) :moving

ðmoving ^ goÞ ) �ðoverheat _ emptyÞ
go ) }moving

This represents an agent, named car, that recognises the messages go, stop and turn
and can potentially send out empty and overheat messages. The behaviour of the
agent is then specified by the temporal formula

(

start ) :moving

^
ðmoving ^ goÞ ) �ðoverheat _ emptyÞ

^
go ) }moving

2
6666664

3
7777775

As we will see in Section 4, both the messages received and the messages sent are
interpreted as propositions (or predicates) that can be used as part of the agent’s
specification. In addition, standard propositions (predicates) appear in the specifi-
cation, for example moving in the description above. These atoms are essentially
internal and do not directly correspond to communication activity by the agent or its
environment.

3.2. Refinement

Refinement of an agent’s specification can be carried out in a standard way [51].
Thus, a new specification for an agent, S2, is a refinement of the original specifica-
tion. S1, if the following proof obligation is satisfied:

‘ S2 ) S1:

This means that any system satisfying the new specification (S2) will also satisfy the
original specification (S1).
For example, given the specification of the car agent above (call it S1), then a

refined specification can be given as follows (call it S2Þ.
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(

start ) :moving

^
ðmoving ^ goÞ ) �overheat

^
go ) ��moving

2
6666664

3
7777775

In S2 some of the non-determinism within S1 has been removed. In particular, if
moving and go are both true then overheat will become true in the next state. In
addition, if go becomes true then we are certain, not just that moving will become
true at some time in the future, but that it will become true in exactly two steps time.
Thus, S2 is a refinement of S1 and ‘ S2 ) S1 can be proved.
While the refinement of individual agent specifications is clearly useful, it is

common in agent-based systems to refine a single agent specification into a specifi-
cation for a group of agents that together achieve appropriate behaviour. We will
consider this, more complex, form of refinement in Section 4.2.

3.3. Verification

Next, we consider the verification of our agent specifications, which, in addition to
being useful for checking the properties of agents, is also required in order to support
the types of proof obligations generated during agent refinement. The verification of
the temporal properties of individual agents can be carried out in a number of ways.
For systems where finite-state models are available, then model-checking is often
used [41]. There are many scenarios in which model-checking techniques may be
appropriate [37] but, as we are manipulating logical specifications, we choose to use a
particular proof technique for temporal logic based upon clausal resolution [16, 26].
While this approach has been shown to be relatively efficient and easy to mechanise
[10], it has the added advantage that it is based upon exactly the same normal form
as we use in our specifications [21].
Thus, in order to prove the validity of a temporal formula, say u, we negate the

formula, giving :u, translate it into a set of SNF rules, and attempt to derive a
contradiction using specific resolution rules. Recall that SNF comprises three dif-
ferent types of rule: initial rules, step rules and sometime rules. The resolution
method we have developed ensures that

1. initial resolution occurs between initial rules,
2. step resolution occurs between step rules, and,
3. temporal resolution occurs between one sometime rule and a set of step rules.

The three varieties of resolution operation that act upon SNF rules are simply

INITIAL RESOLUTION:

start ) A _ l
start ) B _ :l
start ) A _ B
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STEP RESOLUTION:

C ) �ðA ^ lÞ
D ) �ðB ^ :lÞ

ðC ^DÞ ) �ðA _ BÞ

TEMPORAL RESOLUTION:

C ) }l
D ) �(:l
C ) ð:DÞWl

Note that the temporal resolution operation is actually applied to a set of step
rules that together characterise D ) �(:l (this formula itself is not in SNF) and
that the resolvent produced from this operation must still be translated into SNF.
Rather than go through this resolution method in detail, we will follow through a

simple example derived from [26].

3.3.1. Example Resolution Refutation. Assume we wish to show that the following
set of SNF rules is unsatisfiable.

1: start ) f
2: start ) goes fast
3: start ) danger
4: f ) }:danger
5: f ) �goes fast
6: goes fast ) �ðoverheats _ coolantÞ
7: overheats ) �goes fast
8: overheats ) �danger
9: goes fast ) �danger
10: goes fast ) �:coolant

The original specification represented the behaviour of a (not very efficient) car

agent. The key elements of the specification are that

– if the car goes fast then, in the next moment, it either overheats or will be supplied
with coolant (represented as rule 6 above),

– if the car overheats then, in the next moment, it will goes fast in order to try to cool
the engine (represented as rule 7 above),

– if the car either overheats or goes fast, then there is danger in the next moment
(represented as rules 8 and 9 above),

– if the car goes fast, then coolant can not be supplied in the next moment (repre-
sented as rule 10 above), and

– initially we know that there is danger, that the car goes fast in the second moment
in time and that there will be some moment in the future when there will be no
danger (represented as rules 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 above).

Note also that f is a new proposition symbol introduced as part of the process of
translating to SNF [21].
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Now, as we wish to show that this specification is unsatisfiable, we begin with step
resolution as follows.

11: goes fast ) �overheats ½6; 10 Step Resolution�

In order to apply the temporal resolution operation, we must identify a set of step
rules that characterise the appropriate(-formula that we require (note that, efficient
techniques for carrying out this search have been considered in [10]). By combining
rules 7, 8, 9, and 11, we can identify

ðgoes fast _ overheatsÞ ) �ðdanger ^ ðgoes fast _ overheatsÞÞ

which means that, once goes fast _ overheats is satisfied, then danger will be satisfied
at every state in the future, i.e.

ðgoes fast _ overheatsÞ ) �(danger:

Applying the temporal resolution operation to this and rule 4, we derive

f ) ð:ðgoes fast _ overheatsÞÞW:danger

which, when translated to SNF, gives (amongst others) 12:

12: start ) :f _ :goes fast _ :danger ½4;7;8;9;11 Temporal Resolution�
13: start ) :f _ :goes fast ½3;12 Initial Resolution�
14: start ) :f ½2;13 Initial Resolution�
15: start ) false ½1;14 Initial Resolution�

Hence, as a contradiction is obtained, the original set of rules is unsatisfiable. (The
completeness result for this form of temporal resolution is described in detail in [26].)

3.4. Execution

Once we have the temporal specification of an agent, as given in Section 3.1, an
implementation can be developed in a number of ways, for example refinement to a
standard programming language [53] or automatic synthesis of an automaton [57].
However, the route we choose is to directly execute the temporal specification in
order to provide an implementation [20].
This approach follows the imperative future paradigm [2], and applies an iterative

forward-chaining process to a set of SNF rules in order to construct a model for the
specification. Since the model is a linear, discrete sequence of states, and since
forward chaining is applied, model construction in this way mimics execution in
more standard programming languages [18]. This approach is captured in the
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METATEM programming language [1], and can be utilised here to animate agent
specifications.
Recall the ‘car’ specification given above, where the behaviour of the agent was

specified by the three rules

start ) :moving
ðmoving ^ goÞ ) �ðoverheat _ emptyÞ

go ) }moving

Execution using the METATEM approach involves forward chaining via step rules
from initial rules, while constraining the execution in an attempt to satisfy sometime
formulae (e.g. }moving). Thus, in the above example, moving is false at the beginning
of time and whenever moving and go are both true together, then either overheat or
empty will be made true in the next moment in time. Finally, whenever go is true a
commitment to eventually make moving true is given.
The underlying mechanism here is relatively straightforward, with the forward

chaining through step rules attempting to construct a model. If a disjunction, such as
overheat _ empty above is executed, a choice must be made. If this choice leads to a
contradictory situation, then backtracking occurs and an alternative choice is made.
The main complication (and the expressive power) comes from execution of

}-formulae (or eventualities). When a formula such as ‘}u’ is executed, the system
must attempt to ensure that u eventually becomes true. As such eventualities might
not be able to be satisfied immediately, a record of the outstanding eventualities must
be kept, so that they can be re-tried as execution proceeds. The standard heuristic
used is to attempt to satisfy as many eventualities as possible, starting with the oldest
outstanding eventuality [33].
An important result concerning execution of propositional SNF rules is that, if the

above execution procedure is followed, then a model (an execution sequence) will be
constructed if, and only if, the formula (specification) is satisfiable [1]. In this respect,
propositional METATEM is a complete theorem-prover for propositional temporal
logic. However, even though METATEM has this property, it is rarely used in this
way. In particular, as soon as we allow environment interaction and extend the logic
to first-order temporal logic, which is itself generally incomplete, then the execution
mechanism becomes incomplete anyway.

4. Multiple agents: The temporal framework

We now turn to the specification, refinement, verification and implementation of
multi-agent systems. This extends our approach to incorporate communication,
concurrency and the representation of the local state of distributed agents.

4.1. Specification

Agents within a multi-agent system are specified in the same way as we specified
individual agents in Section 3.1. However, now we must additionally consider both
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the environment in which agents are situated and any interaction the agents might
have. Recall the ‘car’ example:

carðÞ
in : go; stop; turn

out : empty; overheat
rules : start ) :moving

ðmoving ^ goÞ ) �ðoverheat _ emptyÞ
go ) }moving

We now note that go, stop, and turn are all atoms that can be referred to in the
agent’s rules, but whose values are supplied by the agent’s environment; these are
called environment propositions and they are made true once a message of the same
name is received. The propositions empty and overheat can also occur in the agent’s
rules and their values are controlled directly by the agent; these are called component
propositions. However, once such a proposition is made true, a message of the same
name is sent to the agent’s environment. In this way, communication is incorporated
seamlessly into the logical interpretation of the agents.
The key component that provides clear and simple interaction between agents is

the use of broadcast message-passing [17]. Thus, when an agent makes one of its
component propositions true, the corresponding message is broadcast to all other
agents. This mechanism not only provides a simple method of communication for
use in open systems, but presents a close link between execution and distributed
deduction [22].
A variety of constraints can be specified concerning concurrency and communi-

cation within the multi-agent system, each of which is again reflected in both the
semantics and implementation. For example,

broadcastðmsgÞ ) 8a 2 Agents: }receiveðmsg; aÞ

specifies that, once a message is broadcast, it will eventually be received by all the
other agents. In addition, agents can execute either synchronously or asynchronously
with respect to each other. The choice between these affects the complexity of both
the semantics and execution mechanism (see below).
Once we move to a multi-agent scenario, the semantics of our system becomes

more complex. If we consider ‘½½ ��’ to represent a function providing temporal
semantics, then the behaviour of a system of multiple (in this case, two) communi-
cating agents, is typically given by

½½ag1kag2�� ¼ ½½ag1�� ^ ½½ag2�� ^ commsðag1; ag2Þ:

where commsðag1; ag2Þ is a temporal specification of the communication properties,
such as that given for broadcast message-passing above. However, we must also be
careful to distinguish the information that ag1 deals with from that which ag2 deals
with. Consequently, ½½ag1�� is not just the temporal rules contained within the agent
ag1 and so we must enhance these rules in some way in order to capture the
multiplicity of agents.
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There are several mechanisms that have been used to give such semantics; three of
these are described in the following sections.

4.1.1. Purely Temporal Semantics. An obvious way to ensure that, for example,
proposition p in agent ag1 is distinguished from p in ag2, is to rename the propo-
sitions in the agent’s rules ensuring that each one is ‘tagged’ by the name of the agent
in which it occurs. Thus, we would have propositions such as pag1 and pag2 ; this is
exactly the approach used in [19].
A further important aspect of the semantics given in [19] is that it allows for either

synchronous or asynchronous models of concurrency within the framework. In the
case of synchronously executing agents, the semantics of each agent is given as a
(tagged) temporal formula in a discrete, linear temporal logic of the type described in
Section 2. However, once we consider asynchronously executing agents, the
semantics is given as a formula in the Temporal Logic of the Reals (TLR) [3], which
is a temporal logic based upon the Real, rather than Natural, Numbers. The density
of this Real Number model is useful in representing the asynchronous nature of each
agent’s execution.

4.1.2. Temporal Logic of Belief. A different approach to characterising the infor-
mation that each agent has is to represent this information in terms of the agent’s
beliefs. Thus, for example, if p is satisfied in agent ag1’s computation, then we can
assert that ag1 believes p. By extending our basic temporal logic with a multi-modal
KD45 dimension representing belief, we can represent this as Bag1p [69], i.e. that
agent ag1 believes p. Importantly, the truth of, for example, Bag1 p is distinct from
that of Bag2p. Such a logical formulation is used in [34] to provide a semantics for
agents of the above form.

4.1.3. Temporal Logic of Knowledge. An alternative, but related, approach to the
representation of information within distinct agents is to use the abstraction of
knowledge, rather than belief. Thus, by extending our temporal logic with a multi-
modal S5 logic, rather than the multi-modal KD45 logic used to characterise belief,
we produce a temporal logic of knowledge [13, 15]. Such a logic is used, in [70], in
order to give a knowledge-theoretic semantics of the types of systems we are con-
sidering. While there are (at least) these three options, the choice between them is, in
reality, often down to what form of logic the specifier wishes to utilise. In addition,
potential complexities surface, with the first approach being the simplest and the last
having the largest danger of added complexity.

4.2. Refinement

Once we address multi-agent scenarios, a more general variety of refinement can be
considered. This involves refining one multi-agent system (consisting of a1; a2; . . . ;
an) into a different system (consisting of b1; b2; . . . ; bm). The corresponding proof
obligation is
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½½b1kb2k . . . kbm�� ) ½½a1ka2kak . . . kan��

A particularly interesting instance of this is where n = 1, and so a single agent is
being refined into a group of agents with comparable behaviour, e.g.

Such development is particularly common, for example, in distributed problem-
solving where we often require a set of agents to achieve, in a distributed manner,
some goal that was originally undertaken by a single agent.
For example, consider a single agent that is specified to be able to buy product, i.e.

with specification (termed SI)

start ) }buy product:

We now wish to refine this single agent specification into three separate specifica-
tions, representing agents that can select a product (agent 1), get funds (agent 2) and
carry out the purchase (agent 3), respectively. These can be specified simply as
follows.

1: start ) }select product
2: have product ) }get funds
3: have funds ) }buy product

Each of these agents then implements its behaviour and, as long as we can be sure
that communication occurs appropriately, then the combination of these agents
implements }buy product. Typical communication constraints are that if a message
is sent from one agent then it will eventually be received at the destination agent. For
the above, we might have

commsð1; 2Þ : select product ) }have product
commsð2; 3Þ : get funds ) }have funds

Thus, the combination of these communication constraints, together with the three
agent specifications, gives the specification, SM of the multi-agent system:

(ðstart )}select productÞ^
(ðhave product )}get fundsÞ^
(ðhave funds )}buy productÞ^

(ðselect product )}have productÞ^
(ðget funds )}have fundsÞ
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Then we can prove

‘ SM ) SI

and so the second system (SM) is a refinement of the first (SI).
While the approach outlined above follows a standard mechanism for refinement

based upon discharging proof obligations, we have also investigated the use of a fixed
set of transformations that can be used for developing multi-agent systems within our
framework [24]. These transformations involve syntactic modifications, such as
splitting an agent’s rules into two agents, altering the agent’s interface definition, or
adding auxiliary rules. Each of these transformations is guaranteed to preserve the
behaviour of the original system. Thus, by using a restricted set of refinements,
characterised by these transformations, we can avoid the need to carry out refinement
proofs. Investigating the extent to which such transformations can be used in the full,
and realistic, development of multi-agent systems is part of our future research.

4.3. Verification

As we have seen in Section 4.1, the semantics of a set of communicating agents in our
framework can be given via a number of approaches. For each of these varieties, we
have appropriate proof methods, all based upon the temporal resolution approach
introduced in Section 3.3.
Once we have a ‘tagged’ semantics of the type described in Section 4.1.1, then we

have a choice of whether to produce a discrete temporal logic formula (representing
synchronous concurrency) or a TLR formula (representing asynchronous concur-
rency). If a discrete temporal formula is produced, then the temporal resolution
method described in Section 3.3 can be applied directly. If a TLR formula is pro-
duced, then we can utilise a result from [49] and translate this formula into discrete
temporal logic (and so again use our resolution method).
For the semantics given in Sections 4.1.2 and 4.1.3, based upon the extension of

temporal logic with various modalities [4], there are several potential proof methods,
such as [15, 67]. However, our temporal resolution method can also be extended to
handle such multi-modal extensions of temporal logic. Again, rather than dupli-
cating the detailed descriptions given in [12, 13, 35], we will simply give an overview
of the approach. The basic idea, in extending the clausal resolution method to
combinations of modal and temporal logics, is to

1. separate the modalities within an extended form of SNF, and

2. define resolution rules for each of the different modalities.

Thus, if we consider that the basic form of SNF, defined in Section 3.1, being
represented as the template

start ) _ . . .
^ . . . )�_ . . .
^ . . . ) } . . .
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then SNF for temporal logics extended with modalities M1, M2, etc. could be rep-
resented as

start )_ . . .
^ . . . )�_ . . .
^ . . . )} . . .
^ . . . ) M1 _ . . .
^ . . . ) :M1: _ . . .
^ . . . ) M2 _ . . .
^ . . . ) :M2: _ . . .
� �� �� �

Thus if, for example, we have a temporal logic of knowledge (with an S5 knowledge
modality, K), the normal form for this logic could be:

start)_ . . .
^ . . .)�_ . . .
^ . . .)} . . .
^ . . .)K _ . . .
^ . . .):K: _ . . .

Now, while the step and temporal resolution operations apply to the temporal rules,
modal resolution applies to modal rules, for example

C ) KðA _ lÞ
D ) KðB _ :lÞ

ðC ^DÞ ) KðA _ BÞ

and

C ) KðA _ lÞ
D ) :K:ðB _ :lÞ

ðC ^DÞ ) :K:ðA _ BÞ

There are a variety of resolution rules characterising the specific properties of the
modal extension used, although the exact form of rule is more complex than
the version given above [13]. In addition, in [43], a translation approach is used for
the modal dimensions, whereby modal formulae are translated to classical first-order
logic and classical resolution is carried out [55].
The link between the modal and temporal dimensions is provided by the new

propositions introduced during renaming. As with most research into proof
methods for combinations of logics, our current work concerns the flexible and
efficient (if possible) representation of interactions between logical dimensions [11].

4.4. Execution

Just as the METATEM programming language was used to execute individual agent
specifications, the Concurrent METATEM programming language [17] allows the
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execution of multi-agent specification. Concurrent METATEM comprises two ele-
ments: the representation and implementation of an individual agent’s behaviour
using the mechanism described in Section 3.4; and an operational framework
providing both concurrency and communication.
Within the operational model, agents execute independently and asynchronously.

As defined in the semantics above, broadcast message-passing is central, providing a
link between the individual agent execution and the multi-agent operation. Rather
than describe the operational model in detail, we will give a simple example of a
multi-agent program derived from one in [17].

4.4.1. Example Concurrent METATEM Program. This example concerns three
agents representing professors bidding to a funding body (again represented by an
agent) for resources. Each professor’s behaviour is summarised by their names:
eager; mimic; and jealous. The actual definitions of each agent are given below
(note that we use predicates over a finite domain, rather than propositions, in order
to shorten this description and that X and Y represent universally quantified vari-
ables over this domain).

funderðÞ
in : apply

out : grant
rules : grantðXÞ ^ grantðYÞ ) X ¼ Y

applyðXÞ ) }grantðXÞ

eagerðÞ
in :

out : apply
rules : start ) applyðeagerÞ

true ) �applyðeagerÞ

mimicðÞ
in : apply

out : apply
rules : applyðeagerÞ ) �applyðmimicÞ

jealousðÞ
in : grant

out : apply
rules : grantðeagerÞ ) �applyðjealousÞ

The basic idea here is that each of the three professor agents may send an apply
message to the funder in an attempt to secure a grant. These agents send their own
name as the only argument to this message. The funder agent must then decide
which applications to grant, given that it is only allowed to grant to at most one
professor at any moment in time.
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This simple example exhibits both safety and liveness rules in funder, ensuring
that at most one grant is made at every moment (safety) and that an apply will
eventually be fulfilled (liveness). This example also shows the power of broadcast
communication as not only can several agents send and receive the same message,
but the behaviour of one agent can be defined to be dependent on messages sent to/
from others (for example, mimic and jealous both base their behaviour on eager’s
communications).

5. Individual agents: Reasoning about belief

In the previous two sections we have described our framework for specifying,
verifying, refining and implementing both individual agents and multi-agent systems.
We now consider ways in which this framework has been extended in the case of
individual agents.

5.1. Specification

As we saw earlier, the semantics of a multi-agent system can be given in terms of a
temporal logic, extended with modal dimensions of either knowledge or belief.
However, the agent descriptions were provided in a purely (discrete, linear) temporal
logic. As described above, our logical basis can be extended with standard modal
logics, in particular a modal logic (typically KD45) of belief. SNF, extended in this
way, looks like

start ) vee . . .
^ . . . ) �_ . . .
^ . . . ) } . . .
^ . . . ) B1 _ . . .
^ . . . ) :B1: _ . . .
^ . . . ) B2 _ . . .
^ . . . ) :B2: _ . . .
� �
� �
� �

where Bi is a belief modality meaning ‘‘agent i believes’’. Again, arbitrary specifi-
cations can be transformed into this normal form, thus giving a clear basis for
specifying dynamic agents that can reason about their (and other agent’s) beliefs [12].

5.2. Verification

Clearly, once an agent specification is transformed to our normal form, then we can
apply our resolution rules to this combined temporal logic of belief. Indeed, we have
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used such an approach to provide a basis for verification of the powerful KARO
framework [42] in which agents can reason about information dynamically. How-
ever, combined modal and temporal logics of this form can be complex [15] and we
are working on improving efficiency of the proof process wherever possible. This
takes two forms. Firstly, we are considering a hybrid proof apprach that uses
translation methods [55] for the modal fragment of these logics and clausal resolu-
tion for the temporal fragment [43], thus giving the prospect of improved underlying
efficiency. Second, we are examining the areas where high complexity typically
occurs, in particular interaction axioms. Such axioms enforce a close interaction
between the modal and temporal dimensions and often lead to severe computational
problems. Thus, we are extending our resolution method to seamlessly handle a
variety of standard interactions, beginning with those studied in temporal logics of
knowledge [11].

5.3. Execution

While we can, in principle, execute agent specifications given in the above temporal
logics of belief, this, as we have suggested, can be quite expensive. In addition, we
would like to be able to limit the amount of reasoning that a logic-based agent could
carry out in certain situations. Thus, in more recent work we have investigated the
extension of the agents’ descriptions to incorporate an explicit multi-context belief
dimension [27]. In many ways, such multi-context logics of belief are similar to
standard modal logics of belief, the key difference being that we can closely control
the number of contexts (and, so, depth of reasoning) allowed.
The syntax of this belief extension is the same as that given above and, again,

arbitrary specifications can be transformed into our normal form, with the key
addition of a bound on the depth of nesting of B operators allowed. This logic is
investigated in [27] and part of a travel assistant example (again shortened by using
predicates) taken from that paper is

askðyou;XÞ ) Bme}goðyou;XÞ:

This is interpreted as ‘‘if you ask for information about destination X, then
I believe that you will go to X in the future’’. (Here, Bme is a multi-context belief
operator.) Thus, such a logical extension allows each agent to be represented in a
logic incorporating belief and provides the agent itself with a mechanism for rea-
soning, in a resource-bounded way, about its (and other agents’) beliefs.
As we saw above, the normal form extends that of basic temporal logic with Bi and

:Bi: rules characterising belief, where ‘Bi’ is now a multi-contextual belief modality
with standard KD45 properties. To simplify this further, we add the axiom

‘ :Bi:u ) Biu

which ensures that each agent has beliefs about everything. This reduces the normal
form to
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start ) _ . . .
^ . . . ) �_ . . .
^ . . . ) } . . .
^ . . . ) B1 _ . . .
^ . . . ) B2 _ . . .
� �
� �

We can now extend execution to this variety of normal form, thus allowing resource-
bounded reasoning about beliefs [27]. This involves executing the normal form for
temporal logic combined with a multi-context logic of belief. Formulae are thus
represented by exploring a belief model at every moment during the temporal
execution.
Further, the ability to dynamically modify the depth bound on reasoning about

beliefs [29] leads to many potential applications, one of which is considered in [28],
There, a RoboCup agent is specified using our logic in such a way that it must reason
about its beliefs in order to decide whether to ‘‘pass’’ or ‘‘shoot’’. Allowing a large
amount of reasoning enables the agent to infer that it should pass; limiting reasoning
leads the agent to shoot.

6. Individual agents: Deliberation

6.1. Execution

We have been concerned, in examining extensions of agent execution, to try to
capture the deliberative aspects of agents. We choose to carry this out via a simple
re-interpretation of certain logical formulae, together with a modified process
for ensuring their satisfaction.
Recall that we can view formulae such as }rich as goals of the agent, and that the

basic execution mechanism (see Section 3.4) uses a heuristic that attempts to satisfy
as many goals as possible, starting with the oldest outstanding one [33]. In order to
give the system designer more control over the order in which goals are achieved
(and attempted), in [23] we replaced this fixed heuristic by user definable priority
functions. Thus, at each moment in its execution, the agent uses these priority
functions to reorder its list of outstanding goals (i.e. formulae of the form }u where
u has yet to be satisfied) and then begins attempting to satisfy these goals based upon
the re-ordered list. Consequently, the agent is able to react to changing situations by
ordering the goals it must achieve depending upon the current requirements.
One of the benefits of this approach is that it allows us to characterise a variety of

BDI-like systems. By viewing both desires and intentions as eventualities, and adding
a belief component (as in Section 5), we can see the above execution as a (very)
simplified version of BDI deliberation. Desires represent statements that must
eventually be satisfied; intentions represent statements that the system is actively
trying to satisfy. Thus, we can characterise goals at the front of the list of
outstanding goals as intentions and those nearer the end as desires. Deliberation is
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then the mechanism by which the agent decides how to make desires into intentions
(i.e. ordering functions) and how to implement intentions [23].

7. Multiple agents: Groups and teams

7.1. Specification

While our main concern with respect to multi-agent systems has been to develop the
execution mechanism further, this has also involved extending specification tech-
niques. Thus, rather than representing a multi-agent system simply as a set of agents
of the above form, we have developed various mechanisms for structuring the agent
space based upon agent grouping. Groups are entities that contain both agents and
other groups, and can be overlapping, dynamic, open, etc. These groups restrict the
extent of broadcast communication, and so allow the representations of societies of
agents within the overall system. A key aspect of the representation and imple-
mentation of such systems is to be able to specify and execute constraints concerning
the internal characteristics of a group. For example, while one group may involve
synchronously executing agents, another might involve asynchronously executing
agents communicating in a different way. An example, taken from [25], is that
communication may be specified by one of

� sendðmsgÞ ) 8a 2 Agents: }receiveða;msgÞ
� sendðmsgÞ ) 8a 2 Agents: receiveða;msgÞ
� sendðmsgÞ ) 8a 2 Agents: � receiveða;msgÞ
� sendðmsgÞ ) 8a 2 Agents: }receiveða;msgÞ _ lostða;msgÞ
� etc . . .

This provides the system designer with powerful abstractions that can be used to
represent complex local phenomena within multi-agent systems, and has been par-
ticularly targeted at agent architectures [25].

7.2. Verification

With more complex properties of multi-agent systems being specified, it is clearly
important to extend the verification methods further. In particular, we have ex-
tended the temporal basis of our resolution method to branching temporal logics
[5], and are continuing work on extending the approach to more powerful logics,
such as the temporal l-calculus [65] and first-order temporal logic [9, 14]. In
addition, our future work will examine modal, l-calculus, which allows the rep-
resentation of fixpoints in modal logic and so can capture concepts such as common
knowledge.

7.3. Execution

Our recent work in this area has concerned the development of a powerful, but
logically well-founded, model for execution within this extended framework [30].
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This treats groups and agents identically, with an agent’s contents being the empty
set and a group’s rules characterising the global temporal behaviour of the set of
agents it contains. This work is being extended in order to characterise more complex
constructs such as teams and organisations, within this framework. For example, in
[31], we indicate how dynamic team formation, and the development of joint beliefs,
can be achieved in this powerful model.
The view of computation as agents (or objects), in groups, communicating

through broadcast message-passing is very appealing. It is particularly useful for
dynamic, open, and complex systems. As well as the group structuring aspects
mentioned above, we are concerned with the dynamic evolution of systems. In
particular, we have introduced a mechanism for agent creation, based on cloning
[32], and are developing the basis for agent migration [46, 47]. As an example of
cloning, consider a modified version of the car agent given earlier:

car(Colour,Cost)

in : go; stop; turn
out : empty; overheat

rules : priceðCostÞ ) � detailsðCost; ColourÞ

Once this agent is executing, invocation of clone(red, 5000) will make an independent
copy of the car agent and commence its execution. In particular, Colour and Cost

will be bound to red and 5000, respectively, in the new agent.

8. Concluding remarks

We have described our work on developing formal methods for agent-based systems,
which has comprised a basic temporal approach, extended with various aspects of
agency and multi-agent environments. This, together with extensions to handle more
complex agents and systems, provide an coherent view of the formal specification,
verification, refinement and implementation of agent-based systems. In particular,
for relatively simple agents, we have a complete framework for developing both
individual agents and multi-agent systems.

8.1. Related work

While there have been many agent theories developed, several formal methods for
agent-based systems and a number of high-level programming languages for rational
agents, there have been few complete frameworks comprising specification, verifi-
cation, refinement and implementation. Three approaches which have many of these
aspects are represented by the work on BDI, KARO and Golog. As mentioned
above, BDI is the predominant rational agent theory [68], and has been very influ-
ential. However, there is little direct connection between the BDI theory, in terms of
modal and temporal logics [59] and the BDI architecture [61], although some pro-
gress has been made in bridging this gap [60] and higher-level languages have been
devised [58]. The KARO framework [63] is based on dynamic logic [38], extended
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with knowledge, belief and wishes. Agent-based systems have been specified and
verified [44] using this approach and a range of programming languages have been
developed with connection to this theory, including 3APL [8, 39], Dribble [64], Goal
[40]. Finally, Situation Calculus [52] has been used to provide not only a logical
theory of rational agents, but also as the basis for programming languages for single
[50] and multi [62] agent systems.

8.2. Future work

Throughout this paper we have described future work for specific areas. Two further
items that we also intend to investigate concern knowledge-based programs and
coordination languages. In particular, as well as refining our work on using temporal
logics of knowledge and belief in specifying and implementing agents, we aim to
develop the relationship between our approach and that captured by the knowledge-
based programs of [15]. In addition, the multi-agent approach described in Section 4
can itself be used as a high-level coordination mechanism for agents implemented in
other programming languages [48]. This obviates the need for executable version of
the specifications, but still requires that verification of the programs used with
respect to the required specifications is carried out. Part of our current work is
developing a practical agent-based programming language based on this work.
In general, the basis of our current and future work is to continue extending this

framework in order to see how many aspects of complex agent scenarios we can
capture, and to evaluate these techniques in larger scale, practical applications.
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